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Introduction

1.1 General Introduction

Electrochromism is the phenomenon that describes the optical (absorbance/
transmittance/reflectance) change in material via a redox process induced by an
external voltage or current [1]. Usually the electrochromic (EC) materials exhibit
color change between a colored state and colorless state or between two colors,
even multicolor. In nature, its origin is from the change of occupation number of
material’s internal electronic states. As the core of EC technology, the EC materials
have built up many categories during decades of development, for example, accord-
ing to the coloration type, it could be classified as anodically coloring materials
(coloration upon oxidation) or cathodically coloring materials (coloration upon
reduction) [2]. Based on the light absorption region in the solar radiation, which
consists of these three parts: ultraviolet (UV), visible (Vis), and near-infrared
radiation (NIR) lights (Figure 1.1), it could be divided into visible EC materials
(wavelength: 380–780 nm), which can be seen by the human eye and therefore
are suitable for smart window and indicator applications, and NIR EC materials
(wavelength: 780–2500 nm), which have great potential for thermal regulation
technologies and even in national defense-related applications [3]. And on the
basis of materials species, there are mainly inorganic, organic, and hybrid EC mate-
rials [4, 5] (https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Solar_spectrum_en.svg).
Inorganic EC materials are transition metal oxides (TMOs) (WO3, NiO, TiO2, and
Prussian Blue [PB]), organic EC materials including small molecules (e.g. viologen),
conjugated polymers (e.g. poly(pyrrole), poly(thiophene), and poly(carbazole)) and
aromatic polymers (e.g. polyimides [PIs] and polyamides [PAs]), organic–inorganic
hybrid materials referring to metallo-supermolecular polymers, and metal–organic
framework (MOF). Among them, inorganic materials exhibit excellent long-term
stability compared with organic ones; however, considering the structure variety,
flexibility, and low-cost solution processability, organic EC materials are superior
to inorganic materials. The organic–inorganic hybrid materials are designed to
combine advantages of both organic and inorganic materials.

EC materials exhibit color changes during the redox process; therefore the
electrochromic devices (ECDs) generally consist of three elements: electrodes, EC
materials, and electrolyte solution. The electrodes offer a constant supply of electric
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Figure 1.1 Solar irradiance spectrum above atmosphere and at the surface of the Earth.
Source: Nick84: https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Solar_spectrum_en.svg, Licensed
under CC BY-SA 3.0.

Figure 1.2 The scheme of three types of electrochromic devices.

current, and ions are conducted by the electrolyte solution. Then the EC materials
undergo electrochemical oxidation and/or reduction, which results in changes in
the optical bandgap and colors. As shown in Figure 1.2, a typical ECD has five layers:
two transparent conducting oxide (TCO) layers, EC layer, ion-conducting layer
(electrolyte solution), ion storage layer. Particularly, the ion storage layer acts as the
“counter electrode” to store ions and keep electric charge balance. And according to
the exact state of EC materials, there are three types of ECD: film type (I), solution
type (II), and hybrid type (III). The Type I ECD is the most common; many kinds of
EC materials are suitable for this type including TMOs, conjugated/non-conjugated
polymers, metallo-supermolecular polymers, and MOF/covalent organic frame-
work (COF) materials, which using spin-coating, spray-coating, and dip-coating
processes to form uniform films; these films won’t dissolute in electrolyte solutions.
Type II ECD requires that the EC materials have good solubility in electrolyte
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solutions. Therefore many organic small molecules such as viologen, terephthalate
derivatives, and isophthalate derivatives are appropriate for this type of device.
Meanwhile the fabrication method for this type of device is the most simple one.
It just needs to dissolve the electrolyte and EC material in a specific solvent and
inject into the prepared conducting cell. Type III ECD uses film-type EC materials
as working electrode and solution-type EC materials as ion storage layer.

1.2 The History of Electrochromic Materials

The word “electrochromism” was invented by John R. Platt in 1960 [6], in analogy
to “thermochromism” and “photochromism.” However, the EC phenomenon could
be traced to the nineteenth century, as early as 1815. Berzelius observed the color
change of pure tungsten trioxide (WO3) during the reduction when warmed under
a flow of dry hydrogen gas. Then from 1913 to 1957, some patents described the
earliest form of ECD based on WO3 [7, 8]. Therefore the origins of electrochromism
are the nineteenth and twentieth centuries. After then, electrochromism technology
began to undergo rapid development, especially the exploration of many classes of
EC materials. As showed in the technology roadmap (Figure 1.3), we summarized
several generations of EC materials during long-term development.

The first-generation EC material is TMOs (e.g. WO3, NiO, and PB). Among them,
WO3 plays an important role in the electrochromism field; as the first founded EC
material, it has already realized commercialization in smart windows application.
PB was discovered as a dye by Diesbach in 1704, and then the electrochemical behav-
ior and EC performance of PB was firstly reported by Neff at 1978 [9]. Benefitted
from the structure stability and reversible redox process of those inorganic TMOs,
the electrochromism based on the thin-film TMOs are widely investigated, including
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the development of new TMOs materials, introduction of new nanostructures, and
different element doping.

Following the first-generation TMO EC materials, organic small molecule EC
materials have emerged since 1970. Among them, viologen as the most represen-
tative small molecule was first discovered by Michaelis and Hill in 1932 [10], and
because of the violet on the reduction, these 1,1′-disubstituted-4,4′-bipyridine com-
pounds were named “viologen.” Then in 1973, Shoot made a new flat alphanumeric
display using heptyl viologen; this can be regarded as the beginning of the use of
viologen for electrochromism [11]. After a century’s development, viologen already
has been successfully commercialized. Besides the viologen, other small molecules
EC materials such as terephthalate derivatives, isophthalate derivatives, methyl
ketone derivatives, and some dye molecules have also attracted much attentions
from scientists due to their simple structure and low cost.

The third-generation EC materials are conjugated polymers. In 1983, Francis
Garnier and coworkers firstly characterized the EC properties of a series of
five-membered heterocyclic polymers including poly(pyrrole), poly(thiophene),
poly(3-methylthiophene), poly(3,4-dimethylthiophene), and poly(2,2′-dithiophene).
Since then, conjugated polymers were given rise to the rapid emerge as a new class
of electrochromism [12]. Five years later, Berthold Schreck observed the elec-
trochromism phenomenon of poly(carbazole), which showed a color change
from pale yellowish to green together with the conductivity enhancement [13].
To date, the conjugated polymer EC system has been well developed, from bet-
ter understandings on mechanisms to completed color pallette with soluble or
electro-deposited polymers, and even full-color display samples or roll-to-roll
fabricated flexible devices.

Later, in early 2000, triarylamine (TA)-based aromatic polymers especially the
PIs and PAs have drawn considerable attention from the research community
as the fourth-generation EC materials. The correlation between electrochemical
properties and chemical structures of different aromatic PIs was firstly described
in 1990. Ten years later, Zhiyuan Wang and coworkers [14] reported the first EC
behavior of poly(ether naphthalimide)s, which showed stepwise coloration process,
from colorless to red and to dark blue corresponding to the neutral, radical anion,
and dianion species, respectively. However, due to the high rigidity of the PIs/PAs
backbone and strong intermolecular interactions, the poor processability limited the
development of PIs or PAs EC materials. Therefore the TA groups were introduced
to the PIs/PAs backbone to improve the solubility of aromatic polymers. The first
TA-based polyamide PA was synthesized in 1990 [15], and the first aromatic poly-
imides integrating interesting EC properties containing TA groups were disclosed
in 2005 [16]. Since then, Liou, Hsiao and, other groups have developed numerous
TA-based EC PIs/PAs. Most of the PIs/PAs were solution processible and thermally
stable with excellent adhesion with indium tin oxide-coated glass electrode and had
good electrochemical stability. Now the TPA-based PIs/PAs are considered as great
anodic EC materials due to proper oxidation potentials, electrochemical stability,
and thin-film formability.
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Benefiting from the bloom and revolution of organic polymers, metallo-super-
molecular polymers were developed by incorporating metal centers into synthetic
polymer chains, as the fifth-generation EC materials. The first metal-containing
polymer, poly(vinyl-ferrocene), was reported in as early as 1955 [17]. However,
due to the insolubility of those macromolecules and the limitation of characteristic
technologies in the early years, the metallo-supermolecular polymers haven’t been
rapidly developed until the mid-1990s [18]. Since then, metallo-supermolecular
polymers began to be widely explored in EC field with the advantages of beneficial
properties of both organic and inorganic materials. Especially, because the transi-
tion metal complexes often exhibit well-defined redox events and intense charge
transfer transitions in the NIR region, metallo-supermolecular polymers often show
potentials in NIR EC application.

More recently, with the active researches on the crystalline and porous MOFs
and COFs, the sixth-generation MOFs/COFs EC materials have emerged. In 2013,
the first EC properties of MOFs using naphthalene diimide (NDI) as organic linker
were reported by Professor M. Dinca’s group [19]. And the first COFs EC material
using the TPA as building block was revealed by Yuwu Zhong and Dong Wang
and coworkers in 2019 [20]. All in all, some essential features of MOFs/COFs give
them advantages in EC, including designable and precise molecular structure,
simple self-assembly synthesis, and porous structure that facilitate the electrolyte
ions transport. However, these new EC materials haven’t been fully revealed; many
efforts should be taken to improve the device performance of MOFs/COFs-based
electrochromism.

1.3 The Key Parameters of Electrochromism

In order to elucidate the EC properties of EC materials, in situ UV–Vis–NIR spec-
troelectrochemistry (SEC) measurements were performed on a spectrophotometer,
combining with an electrochemical workstation to apply and control the potential
in the SEC cell. This SEC spectrum dynamically records the absorption change of
EC materials during different applied voltage, which reflects the color change dur-
ing the whole redox process. As an example, the SEC of a black-to-transmissive EC
material is shown in Figure 1.4. Both absorbance model and transmittance model
could be used to carry out the SEC measurement.

1.3.1 Electrochromic Contrast

EC contrast (Δ%T) is measured as the percent transmittance change of the EC
material at a specific wavelength [22] it is a primary parameter for characterizing
the EC materials. It is calculated from the difference of light transmission (TM) in
the bleached and colored state TMb and TMc at the specified wavelength. And the
transmittance values are generally recorded upon the application of square-wave
potential steps to the electroactive film placed in the beam of a spectrophotometer.
Each color has a characteristic wavelength as shown in Figure 1.5b, such as the
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Figure 1.4 The spectroelectrochemistry (SEC) of a black-to-transmissive EC material. (a)
Absorbance model and (b) transmittance model. Source: Reproduced by permission Li et al.
[21]. © 2018, Royal Society of Chemistry.

wavelength of blue color is ranging from 455 to 490 nm. Therefore, in most cases,
the contrast in the characteristic wavelength is chosen to evaluate the degrees of
color change. Usually the absorption of this characteristic wavelength also reaches
its maximum value (𝜆max). Moreover, there is evidence that human eyes are most
sensitive to green light with a wavelength of 555 nm [25]. It’s also recommended to
calculate the contrast in 555 nm for comparison in different publications. Specif-
ically, a contrast test example is shown in Figure 1.5a, the TMb and TMc of 𝜆max
425 nm are 1% and 99%, respectively; therefore the Δ%T is calculated as 98%. For
applications such as smart windows, in which the difference between the bleached
and colored states is expected to be the highest, the Δ%T should be higher than
80%. Many inorganic EC materials, organic small molecules, and PEDOT series
polymers, which have a high transmittance in the bleached state, can achieve this
index. Especially, some reported small molecule EC materials even show Δ%T
exceed 95% [23].
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Figure 1.5 (a) The electrochromic contrast of a small molecule EC material. Source: Jiang
et al. [23], (b) sensitivity function of the human eye V (𝜆) and luminous efficacy vs
wavelength. Source: Fred Schubert [24]. © 2006, Cambridge University Press. (c) The
change of the lightness values from the neutral to the oxidized states. Source: Li et al. [21].
© 2018, Royal Society of Chemistry.

Meanwhile, for some broad absorption or color-to-colorless EC materials,
measurements on the relative luminance change (Δ%Y ) during an EC switch
are more realistic for exhibiting the overall EC contrast, which conveys more
information on the perception of transmittance to the human eye. As an example,
a luminance change curve during the redox process of black-to-transmissive EC
materials is shown in Figure 1.5c. The lightness L* value (from 0 (black) to 100
(white)) of 37.5 (black state) increases to 60 (bleach state); therefore the Δ%Y is
calculated as 22.5%.

Except for the aforementioned method for electrochemical contrast measure-
ments, a photopically weighted value called photopic contrast was proposed by
Javier Padilla et al. [26]. The photopic contrast also reflects an overall contrast
during the whole visible region, which is more consistent with the real application
condition. It can be calculated using the following equation:

Tphotopic =
∫ 𝜆max
𝜆min

T(𝜆)S(𝜆)P(𝜆)d𝜆

∫ 𝜆max
𝜆min

S(𝜆)P(𝜆)d𝜆

where Tphotopic is the photopic transmittance, T(𝜆) is the spectral transmittance of
the device, S(𝜆) is the normalized spectral emittance of a 6000 K blackbody, and P(𝜆)
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is the normalized spectral response of the eye. 𝜆min and 𝜆max define the considered
range of wavelengths.

1.3.2 Switching Time

In the context of electrochromism, the switching time (t) can be defined as the time
needed for EC materials to switch from one redox state to the other. It is gener-
ally followed by a square wave potential step method coupled with optical spec-
troscopy. Switching time depends on several parameters, such as the ability of the
electrolyte to conduct ions as well as the ease of intercalation and deintercalation of
ions across the EC active layer, the electrical resistances of electrolytes, and the trans-
parent conducting films. Usually the liquid electrolyte has a lower resistance than
the solid electrolyte; therefore the half device and the liquid electrolyte ECD will
exhibit a rapid switching than solid ECD. Meanwhile, the large area ECD such as the
large smart windows will show a lower switching compared with the small labora-
tory samples due to the larger electrical resistances of transparent conducting films.
However, fast switching is not required in all applications, such as the switchable
window technologies; the obvious color change process will increase the fun of user
experience. Conversely, the sub-second magnitude rapid switching is particularly
desired for display applications.

Usually the switching times are evaluated at the 𝜆max or 555 nm together with
the EC contrast. Therefore there are two kinds of switching time. One is electro-
chemical switching time, as shown in Figure 1.6a, which is the time required for
the current density to change by 90% or 95% between two constant voltages. Mean-
while the switching time of oxidization (toxidization) and reduction (treduction) process
can be estimated from this curve. The other is optical switching time (Figure 1.6b),
which defines the time needed for the transmittance to change by 90% or 95%. Cor-
respondingly, the coloration switching time (tcoloration) and bleaching switching time
(tbleaching) are recorded in this measurement. It is worth noting that the pulse length
of potential step has influence in transmittance. A shorter potential step will achieve
a smaller contrast, and longer potential will allow EC materials to reach stationary
transmittance value in both coloration and bleaching state. But after a certain length,
continuing increase the pulse length won’t boost the contrast. Therefore the pulse
length that just reached the highest contrast are applied to switching time as well as
contrast tests.

However, the aforementioned method of switching time is an experiential mea-
surement, which has a difference in varied research groups, such as the different
percentage of transmittance change (90% or 95%). Therefore, it is difficult to compare
switching time data between different research groups. In recent years, Javier Padilla
and coworkers proposed a standard method for calculating EC switching times. They
fitted the contrast values as a function of pulse length to the following exponential
increase function:

𝛥TM(t) = 𝛥TMmax (1 − e−t∕𝜏 )

where ΔTmax represents the full-switch contrast obtained for long pulse lengths
and 𝜏 is the time constant. If switching time t is equal to 𝜏, 63.2% of the maximum
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Figure 1.6 The switching
time of EC materials.
(a) Electrochemical
switching time. Source:
Li et al. [21]. © 2018, Royal
Society of Chemistry (b)
Optical switching time.
Source: Hsiao et al. [27].
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transmittance change is reached. At a time of 2.3𝜏, 90% ΔTMmax is switched,
identically 95% and 99% of ΔTMmax corresponding to 3𝜏 and 4.6𝜏.

Therefore, for new EC materials, the same chronoabsorptometric responses [28]
should be measured and fitted to the aforementioned function. From the fittings, the
max values of ΔTMmax (the contrast corresponding to a full switch), the time con-
stant 𝜏, and the corresponding regression coefficient r2 will be obtained. Afterwards
the switching time t90% or t95% will be easily calculated. This method allows an easy
direct comparison between different reported values.

1.3.3 Coloration Efficiency

Coloration efficiency (CE) plays a fundamental role in the evaluation of the effi-
ciency of charge utilization during the EC processes. It relates the optical
absorbance change of an EC material at a given wavelength (ΔA) to the density
of injected/ejected electrochemical charge necessary to induce a full switch (Qd).
The higher CE value indicates a large transmittance change with a small amount
of charge, which makes more effective use of the injected charge. CE value can be
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Figure 1.7 The calculation of Qd. Source: Hsiao et al. [27].

calculated using the following equation:

CE = 𝛥A
Qd

=
log

(
Tox

Tneut

)

Qd

where Tox and Tneut are the transmittances in the oxidized and neutral states, respec-
tively, and Qd represents the injected/ejected charge per unit area, which could be
obtained from the integral area of the current density curve during voltage switching
(Figure 1.7).

Very similar to the previous parameters contrast and switching time, the CE values
are also different depending on the selective wavelength, as shown in Figure 1.8.
Several kinds of CE value of the same EC materials are exhibited: in most reported lit-
erature, the CE of characteristic wavelength reaching the maximum contrast (𝜆max)
is calculated, which is the maximum CE value (CEmax). Also, the CE value at 555 nm
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is calculated for comparison in different publishes because of the highest sensitivity
of human eyes at 555 nm as well as the photopic CE based on the photopic trans-
mittance mentioned in the contrast part, which considered the light transmission
over the wavelength range between 380 and 780 nm normalized with the spectral
sensitivity of the human eye. Therefore, more plot of CE values should be obtained
rather than single-valued CE values, to give more information about the perfor-
mance of EC materials.

In addition, when insightfully considering the injected/ejected charge Qd, we
can find it in fact to consist of three part: faradaic charge QF associated with
doping/de-doping, capacitive charge QC due to the capacitive nature of the ECD,
and parasitic charge QP associated with electrolyte/impurity reactions. Among
them, the faradaic charge is the source of redox activity leading to chromic change
actually. Therefore, Fabretto et al. reported a new technique for measuring CE by
extracting the faradaic charge from the total charge and calculated the only faradaic
charge-based CE value [29]. As we discussed, the total charge flow is simply the
addition of the three individual charge flows and is given by

Qd = QF + QC + QP

where the parasitic current was a small component (approximately <2%) compared
with the other two and therefore can be ignored. Then the time–evolution total
current flow can be described as following:

Id(t) = IF(t) + IC(t) =
nFAC0D1∕2

𝜋
t−1∕2 + I0e−t∕RC = k t−1∕2 + I0e−t∕RC

where n is the number of electrons transferred per molecule, F is the Faraday con-
stant (96 500 C/mol), A is the electrode area (cm2), C0 is the concentration of species
in the bulk solution (mol/cm3), D is the apparent diffusion coefficient (cm2/s), t is
time in seconds, I0 is the maximum current flow at t = 0, R is the cell resistance, and
C is the double layer capacitance. Then fitting the experimental data to this equation
and substituting the constant k, at last, a plot of the time–evolution faradaic current
will be obtained, and the corresponding faradic-corrected CEs can be calculated.
Usually, the faradic-corrected CEs are larger than the uncorrected results, because
the total charge ingress/egress (i.e. Qd) is larger than the faradic charge (i.e. QF).

1.3.4 Optical Memory

The optical or EC memory (also called open-circuit memory) of an EC material
can be defined as the propensity of the material to retain its redox/colored state
upon removing the external bias. Usually, the memory effect are often observed
in film-state EC materials such as conjugated polymers, which well adhered onto
the electrode, and hence restrict the movement of the electrons. In contrast, some
solution-based ECDs (e.g. viologens) will exhibit a self-erasing effect, which means
the colored state disappeared rapidly in the absence of applied voltage because the
electrons diffuse freely in this type of device. The memory effect is useful for the
energy-saving devices and also can be applied for data storage. Figure 1.9 shows
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an optical memory test. The short-term memory was investigated by applying a
potential pulse for 2 seconds prior to forming the open-circuit state for 100 seconds;
the transmittance change at 423 nm was monitored simultaneously (Figure 1.9a).
Then a long-term memory is also studied by applying a potential for two seconds
and removing the bias for one hour (Figure 1.9b). The EC conjugated polymers
remain in the initial transmittance contrast well in the absence of an applied
voltage, which exhibits a good optical memory.

1.3.5 Stability

In most cases of laboratory study, researchers record the number of redox cycles
that an EC material stand without significant loss in the performance as the
electrochemical stability, irreversible oxidation or reduction at extreme poten-
tials, side reactions with water or oxygen, and heat release in the system during
switches may cause the degradation of electrochemical stability. Usually, the
charge density Qd recorded under electrochemical cycling is up to 104–106, as
shown in Figure 1.10a. The charge density of a Ti-doped V2O5 EC film haven’t
changed through 2× 106 cycles; meanwhile the transmittance change at a certain
wavelength during continuous cycling is also important to describe the stability
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Figure 1.10 Charge density
(a) and transmittance
(b) variation curves of ECD
with the cycle number
K : 1000. Source: Wei
et al. [30].
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of an EC material. Such as shown in Figure 1.10b, the transmittance of the ECD
remains stable through 200 000 cycles. Actually, the CE change after numerous
cycles also can be used to evaluate the long-term stability of EC materials, because
it contains information of both transmittance and charge density.

However, if we consider the real application of ECD in building windows, there
are more strict conditions for durability and reliability. For instance, a lifetime
over 20 years with more than 106 switching cycles is necessary. Extreme weather
conditions such as temperatures below −20 ∘C and above +40 ∘C are huge challenge
for both EC materials and electrolytes, as well as other degradation factors such
as high solar irradiation levels, fast temperature changes, uneven temperature
distribution and additional stresses, rain, humidity, mechanical shock, and drying.
Therefore, in 1998, Carl M. Lampert proposed a standard test guideline for industry
application of EC [31], as shown in Figure 1.11. Recently, the International Organi-
zation for Standardization (ISO) also has launched an international standard: Glass
in building – Electrochromic glazings – accelerated aging test and requirements
(ISO 18543) for EC use in buildings.
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EC color/bleach cycling

Heat storage

UVa stability

Low temperature storage

Humidity/temperature storage

Thermal cycling

Thermal shock

1. 25 000 cycles at 25 °C
2. 10 000 cycles at – 20 °C

3. 25 000–100 000b cycles with UVa at 65 °C

Prolonged cycles (12 h colored, 12 h bleach) for a total exposure of

6000 MJ/m2, UV intensity integrated between 300 and 400 nm

1000 h at 20 °C to – 30 °C

1000 h at 70 °C, 90% humidity

85 °C for 4 h, followed by – 40° C for 4 h and followed by 37 °C for 16 h
at 100% R.H. (4 h of ramp between each condition) (repeat
four times)

One hour colored and one hour bleached. Test in a UV chamber, with
UVa lamp on during coloration. Spray with 25 °C water in bleached
state (24 cycles)

aBlack panel temperature during the bright periods of 60 °C, and 25 °C in the dark periods.
bAsahi has used up to 100 000 cycles.

500 h at 90 °C

Figure 1.11 Recommended testing guidelines for EC windows for exterior architectural
applications. Source: Lampert et al. [31].

1.4 Conclusion

In this chapter, a broad overview of electrochromism, EC materials, device struc-
ture, development history, and key parameters of electrochromism have been
introduced briefly. More detailed descriptions of each area will be discussed in
Chapters 2–15. In summary, research in EC technologies has achieved significant
breakthroughs over the decades. Many generations of EC materials have been
developed, ranging from traditional metal oxides to more recent organic polymers,
small molecules, and hybrid materials. Moreover, benefit from the ECD design and
structural optimization, flexible substrate-based devices were fabricated with the
low-price roll-to-roll process, which makes the EC technology have large scope
applications, such as smart windows for reducing building energy consumption,
self-powered EC window using organic photovoltaic cells as power supplement, car
rear-view mirrors for greater safety, and smart sunglasses for better UV-radiation
protection. Many of these technologies and applications have been commercialized
and are available on the market. With the concerted efforts of researchers and
engineers, we believe that the new EC materials and advanced technologies will
constantly develop and more advanced ECD with low manufacturing cost will be
exploited to realize practical applications.
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